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ABSTRACT
‘Kampala Yange’ is a term borrowed from Luganda, a native language spoken by the Baganda
people from whose capital, ‘Ekibuga’ translated as ‘The Town’, Uganda’s capital, Kampala
city was born. The term, simply put, means ‘my Kampala’ or, as meant by the authors,
‘Kampala, the city in my dreams.’
This project is literally trying to depict a dream city at the heart of Kampala residents. Authors,
while working on this project, posed a guide question which was a source of conversation
during interactive interviews with various people sampled in the city. The question was,
‘Dream! What is your ‘Kampala kind’ travel journey?’
This Project was carried out in close consultation with KCCA and Makerere University.
Specifically, the directorate of Physical planning at KCCA and the Department of Architecture
and Physical planning at Makerere university.
The report aims to present these results in 4 major chapters:
Chapter 1 is the introduction of the project giving insight about its purpose, project area
description, motivation for the project and the problem statement.
Chapter 2 is the methodology which explains the goal of the project and strategies that
were taken to achieve it.
Chapter 3 focuses on the project’s effects on the; built environment, social life, natural
environment and a rudimentary energy analysis.
Chapter 4 then gives the conclusion for the project.
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1

INTRODUCTION

1.1

Project area and Purpose description

This project is located in the central business district of Kampala covering an area of 589,824m2
within coordinates (453091.85, 34945.47), (453784.90, 34945.44), (453837.98, 34187.13), and
(453087.18, 34165.78).
Kampala is the largest city and the capital of Uganda. Originally a city of seven hills limited to
a small area of about 50sq.km. Kampala’s boundaries have expanded to include areas of the
surrounding cities today forming an agglomeration called the Greater Kampala Metropolitan
Area (GKMA). This has led to a rapid population increase in the city.
Statistics show that Kampala today has a dynamic population of about 1.9 million people night
time population and 4 million people day time population. This is estimated to double
respectively by 2040. These figures indicate that a large portion of the population in the city
rely on transportation to and from the city. As such Kampala City Council Authority (KCCA)
is seeing a greater need for planning a well-functioning transport system within and outside the
city so as to cope with the present and future transportation needs of the city both as a capital
and as an international destination.
Kampala, just like many Sub-Saharan African cities does not have an efficiently managed form
of public transportation like scheduled city buses, light rail and trams to facilitate Mass Rapid
Transit (MRT) of people. The transportation system is dominated by 14-seater taxis and Bodabodas most of which are old and passenger schedule driven. This unregulated system has
resulted into a lot of traffic jams, excessive pollution, rampant road accidents and lots of time
wastage. The car prioritized system also limits choice available for users when getting from
place to place.
This project therefore put major focus on designing an integrated sustainable and
environmentally friendly transportation module to attain a high level of accessibility and satisfy
mobility needs through knitting 3 major systems i.e. Non-motorized Transport (NMT) to an
Automated Transit Network (ATN) and a Shared Automated Vehicle (SAV) system of
Automated Bus Rapid Transit (ABRT). Studies of the existing train and paratransit systems
have also been carried out so as to organize and incorporate them as a support system to the
afore mentioned 3. We believe that this multi modal system, if implemented, will offer
efficient, sustainable transit choices to the 8 million city users by 2040.
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1.2

Motivation
Figure 1: A Transit Oriented growing city

Being a conversion and pass through point to
tens of thousands of transits every hour and
over 3 million people daily, the project site is
one of the busiest parts of Kampala city both
day and night (KCCA 2016). It is the
financial

and

administrative

centre

of

Kampala housing crucial administrative units
like the Parliament of Uganda, Kampala Capital City Authority (KCCA), Financial Centre’s
like Bank of Uganda, National Social Security Funds (NSSF), etc. Refer to map 2 This together
with the demand for transit, and limited
mobility choices presents a real challenge to
this part of the city. The project site is also an
intersection point for two 3 major transport
routes i.e. Kampala road, linking the western
and northern regions of the country to the
CBD, Jinja road, linking the eastern and
northern regions and the Entebbe road linking
Map 1: Major Traffic source zones and routes used

the western and southern regions. Refer to
map 1.
Attracting all this attention the project area was
selected with the major aim of improving
general

user

accessibility,

enhancing

pedestrian experience and introduction of new
energy and transit efficient means so as to act
as a sample point from which model other
cities in the country and around the world can
seek inspiration.

Map 2: Major mobility generators near and within the site
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1.3

Problem Statement

With hundreds of hours lost in traffic jams daily, numerous road crushes, traffic congestion
from all kinds of road users such as motorists,
pedestrians, street vendors and beggars, the
condition is grave. The poor road conditions
characterized by potholes, and broken curbs
force vehicles, Boda-bodas, cyclists and
pedestrian to maneuver through any space
they can find making the area dangerous for
women, children, the elderly and the disabled
during rush hours. Refer to map 3.

2

METHODOLOGY

2.1

Goal of the project.

Map 3: Kampala, a vulnerable city

To Provide a Sustainable, Fully Integrated and Efficient transportation system in Kampala city.

2.1.1 Objectives of the project
•

Re-design the traffic flow system within an
area of 768X768 meters to act as a pilot guide
for future proposals.

•

Introduce efficient and sustainable transport
means such as ATN, MRT and NMT systems
in the area.

•

2.2

Avail multiple transit choices for city users.

Figure 2: Transit system integration sketch work

Strategies to realize the project

A study into the opportunities the site bears which could be leveraged to reduce costs when
implementing this project was done. From this, proposals were made and design alternatives
were done. Having done a cost benefit analysis, one design was adopted for the project. Refer
to maps 3 & 4.
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Map 4: Existing Opportunity Infrastructure and Green Belts

Map 5: Major proposals

2.2.1 Multi-modal Transport System
As the goal of the contest is designing and
visualizing new modes of sustainable
public transit (UIDC, 2019), this project has
put major focus on a multi-modal modal
transport network. Refer to figure 4. We
used the concept of complementarity to knit
NMT and ATN system at the heart of the

Figure 3: The multi-modal integration model

proposal to other efficient modes such as ABRT and trams, paratransit, boda-boda and personal
driving as support systems. The city is highly dependent on and has already heavily invested
in the paratransit, boda-boda and private car use sector, therefore, for the project to be rational
and feasible, these were incorporated by proposing them as feeder means from the city
peripheries to an efficient ABRT or train system for mass transit into the city. Refer to figure
3. Each of the ABRT or Train stations, a car parking enough for people to store the cars of
individuals who join the MRT to the city will be provided. These stations will also have a bike
sharing program from which one can hire a bike and board with it to the CBD.
In the CBD, two main transport terminals were proposed from whence one can change from
ABRT or train and join POD car or NMT systems to be moved about the city. The project
considered the mere fact that these transportation systems exist in our everyday urban life and
as such integrated them simultaneously to ensure that a single city user has a range of mobility
choices to move within the city.
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Walking

Cycling

Pod car (ATN)

Buses

Tram

Private Driving

Figure 4: The modes of Transportation paid attention to During the project design to offer city users multiple
choices for Mobility.

2.2.2 Choice of Automated Vehicles
2.2.2.1 Podcars
Personal Rapid Transit (PRT) also referred to as podcars are rubber-tyred automated driverless
vehicles that operate on elevated/underground shuttle networks or traditional roadways using
personal rapid transit. These are convenient, affordable to operate and beneficial to the
environment as they are powered by electricity. (PODCARS.com, 2020). There are so man
podcar systems but for Kampala, we have opted for the Ultra PRT and the Olli pod cars. Refer
to figure 5. Both driverless pod cars and autonomous buses will be equipped with cameras,
sensors and managed remotely from the control center. It is also proposed that they are
inclusive, i.e. they accommodate wheel chairs, prams and the stations materialized in a way
that they favor people with disabilities.

Olli Podcar

Ultra PRT

Figure 5: Choice of Pod cars used

These, together with NMT will be the means through which people will get along to various
parts of the CBD. Therefore, they are the CBD service system.
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2.2.2.2 Automated Bus Rapid Transit
Having knitted the CBD, we had to connect it to various
traffic generator regions at the city periphery and beyond.
In 2010, a study on greater Kampala road network was
conducted championed by Ministry of Works and
Transport and Japan International Cooperation Agency
(JICA). This mapped out specific routes in Kampala
where the BRT would pass. Refer to map 6. The team

Map 6: Proposed BRT routes in GKMA

incorporated these routes as the ABRT routes. It will run along its own predetermined lanes, 1
lane each direction and will follow a time tabled travel pattern so as to reduce wastage and
move people to destinations on time. The ABRT was proposed to have a stop after every 800m
which is a 10-minute walking distance at average walking speed. During rush hours, other mass
transit modes like the paratransit will be allowed to support the ABRT by sharing the route,
thereby having a 2nd generation ABRT system in the city. The world’s first electric, fullyautonomous 40-seater bus was unveiled at Nanyang Technological University (NTU) in
Singapore in 2019. These buses are universally designed to allow people with special needs
like the lame to use them with wheel chairs, they are equipped with speakers and LED screens
that help them communicate with the blind and deaf respectively. Most importantly, they have
racks where passengers’ bicycles can be carried to and from the CBD thus supporting NMT.
Source: ITDP BRT design guide

Figure 6: Choice ABRT Station designs

Figure 7: Choice ABRT preferred
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2.2.3 Train
Due to the presence of an already functioning train system, this mode of mass transit was
adopted and in the CBD a train terminal was proposed from whence one can join to either a
podcar system or NMT and navigate the city. Refer to figure 10 on pg. 8.

2.2.4 Non-Motorized Transport
As UN environment’s sustainable strategy for achieving the sustainable development goals
(SDGs), walkability, ‘the extent to which walking is readily available to the consumer as a safe,
connected, accessible and pleasant activity’ (Olga, 2015) and cycling have been held dear at
the heart of this project. With every road having at least a 1.5m wide cycle lane and a 2.5m
wide sidewalk, zebra crossing, sensitive street lighting and traffic lights, it has been ensured
that walking and cycling will be a fun and purpose full experience in the city. A couple of
entirely NMT streets have also been proposed to make the experience even merrier. Refer to
figure 8 below.

Entirely NMT streets

NMT and parks

Wider streets allowed for seating and street vending

Pedestrian Crossing

Figure 8: Promoting NMT

Where it was feasible, tall buildings were connected to each other. A person on the 15th floor
need not go down to the street just to access the next building. Refer to figure 9 below.

Figure 9: Vertical distribution of street space and trips
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2.2.5 Paratransit, boda-boda and private car driving
These are the existing transport services
which during the study and planning of this
project have been continued as transport
means to supplement and or feed the ABRT
route.

These

individualized

can

provide

rides

mass

without

or

fixed

timetables. However, to further organize
the boda-boda and paratransit (taxi) sector,

Figure 10: Multi-story car park at terminals

recommendations were made to assign different routes to different number of motorists and
distribute this throughout the city periphery and beyond. At the terminals where private cars
will be used to bring people to the ABRT, multi-story car parking will be provided to allow for
a smooth switch of drivers onto the ABRT. Refer to figure 10 above.

2.2.6 Drone Delivery
Not all trips of a city need to be made. Today we have hundreds of Vehicle Miles traveled just
to leave office or the comfort of a home simply to go to the store and buy, food staff or other
easily potable goods. For many, people just need to stay put and let the extents we have reached
in technology make their trips. We have proposed the integration of a drone delivery system
into Kampala’s transit network. These drones will be requested through an app on phone like
Uber or Safeboda and deliveries will be made. This proposal is simply aimed at reducing VMT
and hence less traffic, less pollution and promoting the SDG’s of achieving a healthy and
sustainable environment.

Source: Kinaxis.com

Source:
commercialdroneprofessional.com

Figure 11: Drone Deliveries
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3

EFFECTS OF THE PROPOSED TRANSPORT SYSTEM

3.1

Built environment.

The Planned built environment would allow a person to walk, cycle, drive, take a public means
(Automated Bus and trams) and use Pod cars to and from anywhere within the city. Commuting
can therefore be done under 8 minutes using the public ATN. Thus, reducing the number of
vehicles on roads, the areas allocated for parking lots, greenhouse gas emissions and providing
a better quality of life for the inhabitants.
The ATN will act as a major connectivity hub between downtown area and the commercial,
Financial, and administrative district of Kampala Capital city.
This new site redesign will create a new live, work and play neighborhood within the city as
well as connecting all the main hubs. The idea of compact neighborhoods was encapsulated in
the redesign where stop overs for Automated vehicles were placed in walkable distances about
¼ mile. The existing buildings will be redesigned to include affordable mixed commercial and
residential housing, offices, retail and City hall. New buildings will be added around the rest
of the site to include more Commercial, residential, offices, retail, restaurants, a hotel, museum,
day care, recreation center, and convenient care clinic.

Figure 12: Street with ATN, traditional cars and Pedestrian space

Most of the existing buildings on the site will be kept because they still have good structural
integrity. Another good reason to keep the existing buildings, is because of the city’s
appreciation of historical preservation example Cham towers, NSSF building, Parliamentary
building, KCCA Headquarters and Uganda House.
Looking at the aesthetics of downtown

for improvement in the general built

Kampala, the project can be used as a tool

environment.
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The project also seeks to harness the

scenic city like Kampala. The pod cars in

potential of using solar electricity as a

collaboration with non-motorised transport

source of energy in transportation to

will promote neighbourhood recreation

achieve a sustainable city.

such as city tourist for short distances while
as the BRT and train will promote tourism

3.2

Social

within Greater Kampala Metropolitan
Area.

A “complete community” is formed with
the new programming on our site which

3.3

provides the needs of daily living within a

Equity Impacts

walkable distance of 400 meters. Majority

Promotion of a multi-modal transport

of the site has been purposely designed as a

system benefits everybody since everybody

mixed use in order to create a diversity of

either uses NMT, drives or boards a means

users and events to occur throughout the

of public transit. Therefore, by promoting

site activating it throughout the day and

this type of transport system in a city like

evening. The use of Autonomous vehicles

Kampala promotes horizontal equity which

in these encourages compliance with

favours also the disadvantages groups of

regulations, especially concerning driving

road users especially the pedestrians.

times and rest times.

Autonomous vehicles (pod cars) as already
pointed out creates safety assurance for

The socio-economic concept of the project

such groups due to limited crashes created.

increases efficiency and productivity of the
residents since it will create a 50%

3.4

Environmental sustainability

reduction on the amount of money paid in
transportation. For example, the current

The site also includes the integration of

taxis charge 2000ugsh per trip from the

natural

project area to the near residential suburbs

vegetation and wildlife through the creation

such as Gayaza, Matugga, Kajjansi etc. but

of natural zones e.g. at Sheraton gardens,

with the introduction of ABRT as proposed

city square and Nakivubo Channel. The

in the project area will see such trips be

natural zones will be left untouched during

reduced by 50% to promote mass transit.

the construction process. The sustainability

systems

by

maintaining

the

and appreciation of the natural environment
From a recreational point of view the multi-

has a rich and long tradition in Kampala

modal transport system is the ideal solution

City. This also includes all trees and

to promoting tourism in a beautiful and

planned green spaces with the project area.
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The introduction of non-Green House Gas

3.5

(GHG) emitting autonomous vehicles and

The use of Non-motorized transport

solar powered structures (especially on the

network and the conceptual design of the

facades and roofs) within the study area

pod car with rubber tires and electric

means a reduction on the amount of the
hazardous

Gases

produced

by

Noise and vibration Analysis

powered engines reduces the amount of

the

noise

rudimentary vehicles that are powered by

generated

compared

to

the

conventional car system. However, since

burning fossil fuels, integration of risk

this is a redesign project vibration will be

assessment on transport infrastructure, and

observed during the construction process.

building climate-resilient transportation
infrastructure at the national level. This

Generally, this system is intended to greatly

corresponds to one of Uganda’s six points

reduce the ecological foot print made by

plan for low carbon development submitted

any journey with the city in response to the

to

SDGs.

the

United

Convention

on

Nations
Climate

Framework
Change

(UNFCCC) NAMA registry.

3.6

A rudimentary energy analysis.

To understand the amount of energy a pod car consumes, a comparison with a regular car has
to be done. These self-driving vehicles consumes about 3.48km/kWh and therefore require
electricity for about $1.80 for a full tank. A full tank which you can travel around 58km, with
a maximum speed of 40 km/h (Local Motors, 2017).
To get the energy consumption of 3.48 km/kWh in relation to how much a car consumes, the
numbers can be converted to how many kWh it takes to carry one person 100 km. A podcar,
which consumes 3.48 km/kWh, consumes about 28.7 kWh to carry one Olli 100km. A
gasoline-powered car, however, consumes 80 kWh to carry one person 100 km. Thus, more
than twice as much energy consumption. It should also be added that it is possible to drive 8
people in an Olli, which contributes a reduction of energy to around 3.6 kWh per person to
reach 100km. The only transport model that is more sustainable is the train which consumes
around 3 kWh (Mackay, 2009).
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4

CONCLUSION

The contemporary city of Kampala presents a lot of challenges not only to the city managers
but also to the city users especially when it comes to the aspect of mobility of people, goods
and services. Introducing new smart and sustainable means that make it easier to get in and
out of the city without much hustle can attract people in to the central business district, promote
trade, commerce and interaction of which are major grounding factors for every city. Therefore,
automatic vehicles provide a long-term sustainable transit and make a good foundation for
future cities.

Link to the project video https://www.google.com/udic
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Appendix 4
The technical conceptual description of the multi modal transport system.
The road cross-sections

1. Kampala Road (Podcar, ABRT, NMT & mixed lanes)

Cross sections along Kampala Road

2. Car free Roads

The bridge

3. Bank Lane

4. Podcar plus NMT. This is the road system that circulates the entire city being the
transfer system from the terminals to final destination and reverse.
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5. Podcar Flyover
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